We propose and demonstrate generation of Brillouin dynamic grating (BDG) in a few-mode fiber (FMF) with a Gaussian pulse pump and a counterpropagating continuous wave pump in LP 01 mode. Brillouin optical timedomain analysis (BOTDA) is achieved by launching a third Gaussian pulse probe in LP 11 mode. With coherent detection and time-domain analysis on the backreflected probe signal, the modal birefringence of the FMF is characterized via the distributed BDG with high spatial resolution and high accuracy. These parameters are usually measured as a global effect. In comparison, the distributed and random effects in a FMF are not well understood, including the mode coupling and modal birefringence, because measurement of these effects is not straightforward. The thermal effect during fiber fabrication could lead to asymmetries of the doped index and stress profiles, which is the origination of the well-known polarization birefringence in a SSMF. In a FMF, the birefringence could exist in both polarization modes and spatial modes. Similarly to the birefringence in polarization modes, the birefringence in spatial modes could also vary randomly over distance and time due to the random change of temperature and stress. The random varying modal birefringence and mode coupling could have significant impact on the modal dispersion [6] and channel matrix. Therefore, study of the random modal birefringence in a FMF is very important. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a powerful tool for fiber characterization. Using the technique of Brillouin optical time-domain reflectometry (BOTDR) [7] or Brillouin optical time-domain analysis (BOTDA) [8] , effective refractive index of a guided light or birefringence along the fiber can be measured. Former studies of the SBS effect have been focused on single-mode fibers (SMFs) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Brillouin dynamic gratings (BDGs) have drawn much attention because of their high sensitivity, high spatial resolution, and complete discrimination of temperature and strain [9] . BDG has been demonstrated in both standard SMFs [10] and polarization-maintaining fibers (PMFs) [11, 12] . For the SBS or BDG effects in FMF, however, only a few reports can be found [13, 14] . The complication is that FMF supports more than one spatial mode. Furthermore, these works demonstrated only the SBS as a global effect in the FMF, and so the capability of SBS for distributed fiber characterization and sensing is not fully revealed. Previously, we demonstrated generation of SBS in a 4 km two-mode fiber (TMF) and characterization based on measurement of Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) [15] . In this work, we demonstrate generation of distributed BDG in the same TMF and characterization of distributed modal birefringence with improved sensitivity and spatial resolution. We use a three-wave pump-probe setup consisting of a Gaussian pulse pump in LP 01 mode, a copropagating Gaussian pulse probe in LP 11 mode, and a counterpropagating continuous-wave (CW) pump in LP 01 mode. The BDG is characterized by coherent detection and time-domain analysis of the back-reflected probe signal. Distributed mode birefringence between LP 01 and LP 11 modes in the TMF is obtained with a high accuracy of 4.68 × 10 −7 and high spatial resolution of 3 m. Distributed measurement or sensing along a FMF can be achieved by analyzing the BDG reflected probe signal, similar to the scenario in a PMF [10] . The concept of BDG generation and read out is shown in Fig. 
Recently, few-mode fiber (FMF) has attracted intense research interest because it provides a potential solution to overcome the capacity limit of standard single mode fiber (SSMF) due to the nonlinear Shannon limit [1] . Enabled by the space-division multiplexing (SDM) technique [2] [3] [4] [5] , the additional dimension of spatial mode in a FMF offers much higher spectral efficiency (SE) than that of SSMF. Combined with the multiple-inputmultiple-out (MIMO) technique, the SE of FMF can be scaled up linearly to the number of spatial modes. To realize the full potential of SDM, characterization of the FMF becomes very important. In the recent studies of FMF [2] [3] [4] [5] , a few physical parameters of FMF have been measured, including the geometrical parameters (core size, ellipticity, length, etc.), fiber loss, chromatic dispersion (CD), and differential modal delay (DMD). These parameters are usually measured as a global effect. In comparison, the distributed and random effects in a FMF are not well understood, including the mode coupling and modal birefringence, because measurement of these effects is not straightforward. The thermal effect during fiber fabrication could lead to asymmetries of the doped index and stress profiles, which is the origination of the well-known polarization birefringence in a SSMF. In a FMF, the birefringence could exist in both polarization modes and spatial modes. Similarly to the birefringence in polarization modes, the birefringence in spatial modes could also vary randomly over distance and time due to the random change of temperature and stress. The random varying modal birefringence and mode coupling could have significant impact on the modal dispersion [6] and channel matrix. Therefore, study of the random modal birefringence in a FMF is very important. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a powerful tool for fiber characterization. Using the technique of Brillouin optical time-domain reflectometry (BOTDR) [7] or Brillouin optical time-domain analysis (BOTDA) [8] , effective refractive index of a guided light or birefringence along the fiber can be measured. Former studies of the SBS effect have been focused on single-mode fibers (SMFs) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Brillouin dynamic gratings (BDGs) have drawn much attention because of their high sensitivity, high spatial resolution, and complete discrimination of temperature and strain [9] . BDG has been demonstrated in both standard SMFs [10] and polarization-maintaining fibers (PMFs) [11, 12] . For the SBS or BDG effects in FMF, however, only a few reports can be found [13, 14] . The complication is that FMF supports more than one spatial mode. Furthermore, these works demonstrated only the SBS as a global effect in the FMF, and so the capability of SBS for distributed fiber characterization and sensing is not fully revealed. Previously, we demonstrated generation of SBS in a 4 km two-mode fiber (TMF) and characterization based on measurement of Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) [15] . In this work, we demonstrate generation of distributed BDG in the same TMF and characterization of distributed modal birefringence with improved sensitivity and spatial resolution. We use a three-wave pump-probe setup consisting of a Gaussian pulse pump in LP 01 mode, a copropagating Gaussian pulse probe in LP 11 mode, and a counterpropagating continuous-wave (CW) pump in LP 01 mode. The BDG is characterized by coherent detection and time-domain analysis of the back-reflected probe signal. Distributed mode birefringence between LP 01 and LP 11 modes in the TMF is obtained with a high accuracy of 4.68 × 10 −7 and high spatial resolution of 3 m. Distributed measurement or sensing along a FMF can be achieved by analyzing the BDG reflected probe signal, similar to the scenario in a PMF [10] . The concept of BDG generation and read out is shown in Fig. 1 . When a pump light (pump 1) in mode i is propagating through a fiber, acoustic waves will be excited and a fraction of the light will be backscattered. The backscattered light will undergo a frequency downshift given by υ B 2n i V a ∕λ 1 , where ν B is the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS), n i is the effective refractive index of mode i, V a is the effective velocity of the acoustic wave, and λ 1 is the wavelength of pump light. When another pump light (pump 2) in the same mode is counterpropagating along the fiber and has a precise frequency offset from the pump 1 that is equal to ν B , SBS takes place, and acoustic wave, or so-called BDG, is built up. When a probe of wavelength λ 2 is launched on another mode j, it will be reflected by the BDG generated by the pump with the same frequency shift ν B if the phase matching condition is satisfied, given by [14] Δλ λ 1 − λ 2 n i − n j λ 1 ∕n i ;
( 1) where n j is the effective refractive index of mode j.
To analyze the BDG effect between different spatial modes, we use a free-space mode launcher (FSML) and a free-space mode combiner (FSMC) for mode excitation and/or multiplexing. Configuration of the FSML and FSMC is shown in Fig. 2 . The FSML can selectively launch LP 01 mode into the FMF. The FSMC is the same as that described in [15] , which can selectively launch and combine three spatial modes (LP 01 , LP 11a , and LP 11b ) into the FMF as a mode multiplexer (M-MUX). An infrared CCD camera can be placed in the unused path of either the first or second beam splitter (BS), so that the position, shape and orientation of the launch modes can be monitored. The measured insertion loss is 3.5 dB for LP 01 mode and 6.5∕7.2 dB for LP 11a ∕LP 11b modes, respectively. The FSMC can also be used as a mode demultiplexer (M-DeMUX) if the light is launched into the output port, which shall follow the reverse direction due to the reciprocity.
The fiber under test (FUT) is a 4 km custom-designed TMF, which is a Ge-doped circular-core step-index fiber that has the same parameter as reported in [2, 15] . The TMF supports three spatial modes: LP 01 mode and two degenerate LP 11 modes (LP 11a and LP 11b ). The experimental configuration for the BDG generation and characterization using BOTDA is shown in Fig. 3 . Two tunable external-cavity lasers (ECL-1 and ECL-2) are used as light sources. The wavelength of ECL-1 is fixed at λ 1 1550 nm. The CW from ECL-1 is equally divided into two paths using a 50∶50 SMF coupler. The wave in the lower path (pump 1) is modulated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) driven by a two-channel arbitrary function generator (AFG), which generates 200 ns Gaussian pulse with 5 kHz repetition rate. After amplification by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the pulsed pump wave is fed into the LP 01 mode of FUT through a FSMC. The wave in the upper path (pump 2) is modulated by an intensity modulator (IM) driven by an RF synthesizer. The synthesizer can generate a high-frequency sine wave of up to 40 GHz. By biasing the IM at null point to suppress the main carrier, a double-sideband probe signal can be obtained. The double-sideband signal then passes through a wavelength tunable 10 GHz optical band-pass filter (OBPF) to remove one sideband, as shown in the inset (i) of Fig. 3 . The single sideband signal is then amplified with an EDFA and fed into the FUT through a FSML in the opposite direction. Similarly, we generate a probe wave from another ECL laser (ECL-2) at λ 2 . The CW from ECL-2 is also divided into two branches, where the upper branch is modulated with another EOM driven by the same AFG (30 ns Gaussian pulse, 5 kHz repetition rate) to provide pulsed probe wave. The probe wave is then amplified, converted to LP 11a mode by a mode stripper (MS) and a long-period fiber grating based mode converter (MC) [3] , and fed into the FUT in the same direction as pump 1 through a FSMC. The lower branch is used for providing the local oscillator (LO) at the receiver.
Since the LP 11 mode probe wave could experience random mode coupling in the FUT, the back-reflected probe signal could be in LP 11a , LP 11b , or both degenerate modes, which have similar phase index. It is unlikely to be in LP 01 mode due to the large phase mismatch between LP 01 and LP 11 mode [2] ; therefore we save the system complexity by analyzing only the two LP 11 modes. To properly analyze the backreflected probe signal, the same FSMC is reused as an M-DeMUX. The backreflected probe signal is thus de-multiplexed and converted back to LP 01 mode by the subsequent MC and MS. The optical signal is then coupled out by two optical circulators (OCs), split into two orthogonal polarizations (x and y), and fed into a 4 × 4 coherent receiver. The outputs of the optical hybrids are subsequently detected by four balanced receivers (BRs). The photodetectors (PDs) in each BR have a 3-dB bandwidth of 15 GHz. Finally, the electrical signals comprising the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of all modes and polarizations are sampled by two 50 GSa∕s Tektronix digital oscilloscopes. The two oscilloscopes are synchronized and triggered by the AFG with the same pulse signal for pump 1, so that distributed measurement is enabled.
To efficiently generate BDG, first we need to characterize the BFS of LP 01 mode in the FUT. We excite LP 01 mode into pump 1 (pulse) and pump 2 (CW) to generate intramodal SBS. Since the efficiency of SBS depends on the state of polarization (SOP) of the two pump waves, we align the SOP of the two pump waves at the input port of pump 1 (point A) to maximize the SBS efficiency at the beginning of the fiber spool. By sweeping the frequency of RF synthesizer and measure the pump-2 signal directed by OC 1 (dash line), as shown in Fig. 3 , we obtain the BGS profile of pump 2 [15] . The BFS of LP 01 mode is obtained by Lorentzian fitting of the BGS profile, and the value is 10.513 GHz [15] . With the knowledge of BFS in the FUT, we set the frequency of RF synthesizer at ν B to maximize the BDG efficiency. Then we excite LP 11 mode into the probe, perform a quick coarse sweep on the wavelength of probe (ECL-2) from 1550 to 1546 nm with a step size of 1 pm, and monitor the spectra of the back reflected signal from OC 2 or OC 3 using a high resolution (0.16 pm) optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to locate the wavelength of BDG for LP 11 mode. The peak of BDG reflection appears at the vicinity of 1546.82 nm, as shown in Fig. 4 . Because of the mode coupling in the FUT and limited modal extinction ratio (ER) of FSMC, partial power of pump 1 and pump 2 is also observed in the spectrum of Fig. 4 . After that we perform a fine scan by sweeping the wavelength of probe (λ 2 ) from 1546.78 to 1546.86 nm with a step size of 1 pm per scan to accurately characterize the distributed BDG in the FUT. The backreflected probe signal is detected using a 4 × 4 heterodyne coherent detection setup as shown in Fig. 3 . Because of the power saturation of EDFA (Amonic AEDFA-23), the average launch power into the FUT is 11.7 dBm for pump 1 and 9.6 dBm for pump 2. The launch power of probe wave is 8.2 dBm. Figures 5(a)-5(d) show the time-domain signal acquired by the two synchronized 50 GSa∕s Tektronix oscilloscopes. The total length of the acquired signal is 1 × 10 6 sampling points (20 μs) each, which can analyze a fiber length of up to 2 km. The time trace is recorded twice for each wavelength.
After wavelength sweep, all the data are processed offline using the MATLAB program. The program consists of the following procedure: (1) channel imbalance compensation, (2) timing synchronization, (3) segment partition (3 m or 100 m), (4) fast Fourier transform (FFT) for spectrum, (5) smooth, averaging, and peak search, and (6) Lorentzian curve fitting and statistics. The strong pulse observed in Figs. 5(a)-5(d) is the backreflected probe due to Fresnel reflection at the facet of FSMC. When the pump 1 and pump 2 is on, the BDG is generated and the trace before the strong pulse shows the backreflected probe without BDG, and the trace after pulse shows the backreflected probe with BDG. The backreflected probe from BDG is usually very weak and cannot be directly observed on the time trace. To solve this problem, we calculate the electrical spectrum of the received signal by FFT, which is smoothed over 10 frequency points (1 MHz for 100-m partition) and averaged two times to suppress the optical and electrical noise, as shown in Figs. 6(a)-6(d) . Aside from DC, a high peak is clearly observed in the vicinity of −ν B , which is the reflection from the BDG. By searching the peak power in the vicinity of −ν B for all probe wavelengths, the BDG spectrum (reflected power versus probe wavelength) can be obtained, as plotted in Fig. 7 . By adding up the power in all modes and fitting with Lorentzian curve as shown in Fig. 8 , we find that the BDG spectrum has a FWHM of around 19 pm for LP 11a mode and 21 pm for LP 11b mode. This BDG bandwidth (∼2.5 GHz) of 100-m TMF is much larger than that of PMF (∼1 MHz) [11] , which could be attributed to the nonuniformity of the modal birefringence along the fiber. Finally, we measure the efficiency of BDG (defined as the power ratio between the BDG-reflected probe and the launched probe) over distance on the BDG spectrum, and the results are shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, the BDG efficiency decreases sharply along the fiber, which is mainly attributed to the depletion of pump power [12, 15] . We also find out that the BDG reflectance is about four times higher for a probe launched into LP 11a mode than into LP 11b mode, which could be attributed to the mode dependent loss (MDL) of the M-MUX (1.7 dB), the FUT, and the OCs. Finally, we partition the time trace into 30 ns (roundtrip time of 3 m fiber) segments to achieve the finest spatial resolution of our setup. By analyzing the center wavelength of BDG in each segment, distributed modal birefringence Δn between LP 01 and LP 11 mode is successfully obtained, as shown in Fig. 10 . The standard deviation (σ) of distributed modal birefringence for 1 km TMF is 6.09 × 10 −6 for LP 11b mode and 5.50 × 10 −6 for LP 11b mode, respectively. The distributed birefringence can be measured to the accuracy of 4.68 × 10 −7 [wavelength resolution of 1 pm in Eq. (1)] with spatial resolution of 3 m. The spatial resolution can be further improved by reducing the probe pulse width.
In conclusion, we demonstrate efficient generation of BDG in a FMF using two counterpropagating pump waves in LP 01 mode and a probe wave in LP 11 mode. Combined with coherent detection and optical time-domain analysis, BDG in the FMF is characterized and the distributed modal birefringence of the FMF is obtained. 
